Students Accepted into Graduate and Professional Programs – 2009

**MS Programs**

Eric Jones, Florida Tech
Rachel Wigginton, University of California, Long Beach
Bonnie Newby, University of Tennessee, Knoxville
Sarah Vied, College of Charleston
Matthew Wood, Western Kentucky University
Mirnes Hasanovic, Western Kentucky University

**PhD Programs**

Kerstin Edberg, St Louis University
Lakshmi Bollu, University of Houston
Kishore Polireddy, University of Kansas Medical Center
Maria Clara do Amaral, Miami University
Bjorn Schmidt, University of Southern Mississippi
Joseph Chavarria-Smith, University of Califórnia, Berkely
Emily Matuszak (Biology Minor; Chemistry Major), University of Kentucky

**MedTech Programs**

**Owensboro Mercy Medical Technology Program**

Margaret Hester
Michelle Dodson
Paula Shadden
Vanderbilt Medical Technology Program
Lindsay Johnson
Jill Schrader

**Veterinary School**

**Auburn University**
Jaime Alka
Amanda Holaday
Ben Redmon
Ashley Ladegast

**University of Florida-Gainesville**
Michele Fusting

**Mississippi State**
Lauren Cottingham

**Medical School**

**University of Kentucky**
Michael Byrne
Eric A. Jones

**University of Louisville**
Angelena Edwards
Kourtney Gentry
Reagan Gilley

Lincoln Memorial COM

Troy Reece

Dental School

University of Kentucky

Morgan Earle

Olivia Faulkner

Emily Turner

Andrew Walden

University of Louisville

Emily Chrisman

Dustin Clevidence

Brittany French

Lauren Parsons

Ryan Peace

Jodi Walden

Erika Whitehouse

Optometry School

Southern College

Amanda Thompkins

University of Houston
Mary Beth Emmick
Nova Southeast
Whitney McCrory

Pharmacy School
University of Kentucky
Jennifer Adams

Physician Assistant School
Lincoln Memorial
Jared Johnson
University of Kentucky
Jillian Krajewski

Physical Therapy School
University of St Augustine
David Croxton
Bellarmine University
Erin Foster
University of Cincinnati
Molly Volz
Students Accepted into Graduate and Professional Programs – 2010

**MS Programs**

Jonathan Howton (Western Kentucky University)

Amanda Webb (Western Kentucky University)

Jacob Strain (Western Kentucky University)

Christie Beck (Xavier University)

Sri Kiran Botta (MBA program, Texas Tech University)

**PhD Programs**

Joey Marquardt (Ohio State University)

Chris Obermeyer (George Washington University)

Shobha Silparasetty (University of Missouri)

Daniel Starnes (University of Kentucky)

**MedTech Programs**

Lyndsey Lewis (Owensboro Mercy)

Megan Hoover (Owensboro Mercy)

Rebecca Taul (Vanderbilt University)

**Veterinary Programs**

Chase McNulty (University of Wisconsin)

Mary Hudson (Auburn University)
Erica Dumeyer (Auburn University)
Mandy McCracken (Auburn University)
Hannah Pennington (Auburn University)
Bradley Venable (Auburn University)
Katie Kirby (Auburn University)
Rachel Ryan (Auburn University; Ag major with 35 hours of Biology)
Sarah Head (Auburn University; Ag major with 35 hours of Biology)
Victor Cooper (St George’s University Veterinary School)

**Medical Programs**

Frank Anderson (University of Tennessee)
Rachel Baumgardner (Pikeville College School of Osteopathic Medicine)
Jordan Carlock (Kansas City University-College of Osteopathic Medicine)
Allison Clark (University of Louisville)
Adam Craig (University of Louisville)
David Dahl (Lincoln Memorial University-DeBusk College of Osteopathic Medicine)
Leann Dalton (PCSOM)
Brittany Duncan (University of Kentucky)
Jason Hall (University of Kentucky and University of Louisville)
Katie Hindman (PCSOM)
James Huffman (University of Kentucky and University of Louisville)
Sean James (LMCOM)
Patrick Jenkins (University of Kentucky and University of Louisville)
Karen LaDonde (Urology Institute of Nevada, LMCOM)
Eric Lundin (University of Louisville)
Ashley Mefford (University of Louisville and University of Tennessee)
Jonathan Moore (University of Louisville and LMCOM)
Jordan Norris (University of Kentucky, University of Louisville, and University of Virginia)
Benjamin Rogers (University of Louisville)
Stefanie Tallent (PCSOM)
Adam Tarrence (LMU)
Andrea Williams (PSCOM)
Jessica Wilson (University of Kentucky)

**Dental Programs**

Brian Lee (University of Kentucky)
Ryan McPherson (University of Louisville)
Nicole Slinker (University of Louisville)

**Optometry Programs**

Michaela Richardson (University of Alabama, Birmingham)
Brian Rogers (SCO, IU)

**Physician Assistant**

Jillian Krajewski (University of Kentucky)
Physical Therapy Programs

Daniel Brown (University of Kentucky)

Keegan Smith (University of Kentucky)